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Lab 1: Entanglement and Bell’s inequalities 

Jacob Begis 

 

Abstract 

The purpose of this lab was to prove the presence of quantum entanglement using Bell’s inequalities. 

Laser light was incident of a non-linear BBO crystal that generated spontaneous parametric down 

conversion. This lead to two different cones of light that went through two separate polarizers to hit two 

separate Avalanche Photodiode detectors where coincidence counts were taken at 16 specific polarizer 

angle combinations. Using this apparatus we successfully violated the CHSH Bell inequality by achieving 

a value of | | = 2.47 > 2 verifying the presence of quantum entanglement.  

 

Background and Theory 

Quantum entanglement is an important and fundamental concept of quantum mechanics. Quantum 

particles have a wavefunction that represents their probability of having certain characteristics at any 

given time. This is due to the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle. This principle states there is a 

fundamental limit on the precision of which one can know a particles position and momentum. When a 

quantum particle is observed its wavefunction “collapses” since the observer has certainty about at least 

one property. It is called a collapse because the wavefunction is the superposition of many possible 

states and when observed the quantum particle assumes one of these states. If two quantum particles 

interact they may become entangled. Meaning they can be considered in one inseparable state that is 

indefinite regardless of the distance between them. However, if one’s wavefunction collapses, so does 

its pair’s. This principle is central to many applications including quantum cryptography and quantum 

state teleportation (a). This is because measurements performed on the first particle gives reliable 

information about the state of its entangled pair.  

The existence of quantum entanglement can be proved using Bell’s inequalities. John Bell showed the 

“locality hypothesis” with hidden variables leads to a conflict with quantum mechanics. He made a 

theorem containing simple inequalities such as |a|+|b|+|c|  |a+b+c|. He said a violation of these 

inequalities means non-classical phenomena such as entanglement may be present.  

One method for calculating Bell’s inequalities is the Causer, Horne, Shimony and Holt (CHSH) 

method.  
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  (   ) Is the coincidence count at with two polarizers set to angles α and β. Coincidence counts 

are the number of times two photons hit two different detectors simultaneously over a certain time 

period. In order to calculate S one must measure coincidence counts with 16 different polarizer 

angle combinations. If | |    the inequality is violated. It is important to note that Bell’s inequality 

can only be violated for certain polarizer angles (b). There are probabilities that assume a classical 

correlation between two particles whose polarization states are measured, and violating this 

inequality means the particles involved have a quantum relationship (c).  

In this lab we used BBO (Beta Barium Borate) negative uniaxial nonlinear crystals. The crystal can be 

cut in different ways for different non-linear effects. The cut we will use is called type 1. For a type 1 

cut, when a horizontally polarized photon of a certain wavelength hits the crystal, two photons of 

two times the wavelength leave the crystal with an orthogonal polarization state. This non-linear 

effect is called spontaneous parametric down-conversion and is a standard method for producing 

polarization-entangled photons (d). The two new photons are called the signal and idler photons. 

This is an inefficient process. On average one out of 10^10 photons get down-converted.   

 

Figure 1: A pumped beam of a certain wavelength comes out as two separate cones of horizontally and vertically 
polarized light with two times the wavelength after transmitting through two BBO crystals.  

Figure one has two crystals, one to generate the H-polarized cone, and one to generate the V-polarized 

cone. This is possible because the pump beam has both a horizontal and vertical component to its 

polarization, while each crystal transmits a different orthogonal polarization component.  
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Experiment 

The below diagram is a summary of the lab setup.  

 

Figure 1: Experimental setup. A quartz plate was used to compensate for the phase difference from the BBO 
crystals.  The APD’s and computer counting card were used to generate the coincidence counts. Not pictured is a 
blue filter between the quartz plate and the laser that removes parasite fluorescence from the argon plasma tube. 
The beam stop blocks light that is not parametrically down converted.  

Parametric down conversion is shown in the below figure. Spontaneous parametric down conversion 

converts an incident photon into two photons of longer wavelength called the signal and idler 

photon. This process was used to generate two cones of light with entangled pairs. 

This process is not a very efficient one, as an extremely small number of photons down convert. Because 

of this, a high power laser must be used (100-70 mW) to ensure enough photons are being down-

converted. We used an argon ion laser at a 363.8 nm wavelength, leading to idler and signal photons of 

727.6 nm. These idler and signal photons have orthogonal polarization to the incident photon as 

dictated by the cut of the BBO crystals. In addition there are an equal number of photons in the 

vertically and horizontally polarized beam after down-conversion. Since these two beams overlap with 

horizontal and vertical polarization states, the sum of the beams can be thought of as randomly 

polarized. This means that with no entangled pairs the polarizer orientations do not affect coincidence 

count. However if some photons become entangled from the overlapping of these cones, then the 

polarizer orientations will affect the coincidence counts in a mathematically predicable manner.  The 

APD detector data are taken using Lab View on a computer with a counter-timer board. 

Procedure 

1. Align the BBO crystals for maximum brightness of image of down-converted photons on EM-

CCD camera which can be placed directly after the BBO crystals.  
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Figure 5: Graph of average coincidence counts when one polarizer is constant with other ranging from 0 to 360 degrees. The 
blue line represents one polarizer being a constant 135 degrees, while the pink line represents one polarizer being a constant 
45 degrees. Note the cosine squared dependence. 

Fringe visibility ( )  
         

(         )
  where Nmax and Nmin are the maximum and minimum coincidence 

counts. We calculated this to be 0.9987 allowing us to move on with the lab.  

To check for quartz plate alignment we varied the horizontal angle of the plate. Once we found the 

optimal angle, we checked for vertical alignment using the same method. Below are plots that show 

this data. The optimal orientation angle of the quartz plate is where the different lines intersect. 

 

Figure 6: Plots of coincidence count versus horizontal angle of quartz plate. Note that the different plots all intersect at angle 
of 0. 
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Figure 7: Plots of coincidence count versus vertical angle of quartz plate. Note that the different plots all intersect at angle of 
33. 

 

Based on the above plots we changed the vertical and horizontal angles of the polarizers 

accordingly. 

Below is a table of our data for out 16 coincidence count measurements to violate Bell’s inequality. Note 

that net coincidence is average coincidence minus accidental coincidence.  

Polarizer A Polarizer B Net coincidence 

-45 -22.5 38.76 

-45 22.5 3.64 

-45 67.5 4.74 

-45 112.5 42.71 

0 -22.5 38.06 

0 22.5 35.01 

0 67.5 12.68 

0 112.5 13.02 

45 -22.5 7.72 

45 22.5 39.34 

45 67.5 52.00 

45 112.5 12.00 

90 -22.5 10.07 

90 22.5 14.69 

90 67.5 34.68 

90 112.5 48.71 
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From these values | | was computed to be 2.47. Since this is greater than 2 we successfully violated the 

CHSH Bell inequality. We also took 16 coincidence count measurements and calculated S when the 

quartz plate was intentionally 5 degrees off alignment in order to demonstrate the importance of 

alignment. We found in this case that S was about 1.57, far below 2.  

 

Conclusion 

In this lab we demonstrated polarization state entanglement photon pairs. This was achieved using the 

CHSH Bell inequality. We got a value a maximum value of S of 2.47 which convincingly violates the 

CHSH Bell inequality.  
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